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The foreign exchange market, also known as forex, is the 

world's largest and most liquid financial market with an 

average daily trading volume of over $5 trillion. This 

provides traders with the ability to easily enter and exit 

trades at any time and the high volume of trading activity 

helps to keep prices stable.



Forex trading is also highly accessible, as it can be done 

online 24 hours a day, five days a week, making it 

available to working class people and students.


  


The course is designed to teach an advanced strategy in 

the forex market, which can be used to generate 

consistent profits throughout your trading career.


ABOUT THE



COURSE
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WHAT WILL 


you get?


Students will have a complete understanding of the forex 

market and the underlying economic fundamentals that 

drive the financial markets.

Market Knowledge

Students will be able to process effective trade ideas, 

through the application of market analysis and


critical thinking.

Trade Idea Generation

Students will be able to manage and implement capital 

management throughout their trading activities that not 

only protect their account against large drawdowns but 

also take advantage of optimum trade setups and 

trending markets.

Capital Management
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COURSE



FEATURES

Exclusive Live Sessions


Live Mentor Support


Premium Community Membership 


Practical Trading Support


Daily Market Analysis


Course Certification
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COURSE



SYLLABUS
BASICS OF FOREX MARKET

What is forex ?


Why forex trading?


Who trades forex ?


Forex market hours.

STRUCTURE OF FOREX MARKET

Market participants


Major currency pairs


Bid & Ask Spread


What is Pip ?


What is Lot size?


What is leverage and margin ?


What is long or short orders ?


What is pending orders? Swap charges

TYPES OF MARKET ANALYSIS

Fundamental Analysis


How does news affect the market?


Major news to look into.


Sentimental Analysis


Technical Analysis


What type of analysis is better?
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SMART MONEY CONCEPT

True  SMC  Structure


Break of structure


Change of character


Advanced Trendlines


SNR $ SND


OTE + Premium & Discount


True SMC Order blocks


Fair value gaps


Liquidity  Concepts


Momentum trading


Top-down analysis

ADD-ONS

Entry modules


Trade plans


Putting all together


Introduction to Funded accounts


Trading rules to live by

Basic Chart Analysis

Candlestick Psychology


Pattern Psychology
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OUR


MENTOR

(Founder - 10Xtraders)

Ananthakrishna

Ananthakrishna, an MFF certified trader and investor 

with over 4 years of experience in the financial market, is 

the founder of 10xtraders, a trading institute. Through his 

mentorship, he has guided over +600 students on the 

path towards financial independence. 



His passion for trading has only grown stronger over the 

years, and he is dedicated to helping young people 

succeed by teaching them the best trading strategies for 

growing their finances.
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TESTIMONIALS

"I recently joined Forex Trading Course and joined the Community, 

and I must say, it has been life-changing. The course material was 

easy to understand and the step-by-step approach made it simple 

to apply what I learned in the market. The community, filled with 

experienced traders, provided a supportive and collaborative 

environment that allowed me to further my knowledge and skills. 

Thanks to the program, I now have the confidence and 

knowledge to pursue my dream of becoming a successful Forex 

trader. Thank you!"

Prem Prasad

 "I've been trading for over 3 years with limited success and 

numerous losses. I tried different trading groups, but it wasn't 

until I found 10X Trader and his informative charts and insights 

that I saw any improvement. When I reached out to him with 

questions, he kindly replied and eventually started a trading 

course. I was intrigued and joined, and it completely altered my 

perspective on trading. I've been consistently profitable for the 

past 5 months since taking the course. 10X Trader's strategy and 

outlook on the market have been instrumental in my success. I 

wholeheartedly recommend 10X Trader to anyone seeking to learn 

from a profitable trader."

Rahul R V
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ABOUT


ENTRI APP

Entri is India's fastest growing local language learning 

app for job skills with over 9M users. However what 

makes Entri truly unique is its devoted focus on the 

future generation.



Entri coaches aspirants on a variety of upskill courses 

from all backgrounds. Major courses include Coding, 

Digital marketing, Spoken English, Finance etc. In the 

finance segment, we have courses from India's best 

share trading experts and industrial leaders such as 

Manu Bhatia, Abid Hassan, Rajesh EA and Nagaraj B.

10 million+
users

4 lakh+
users joins Entri

every month

400+
courses in 5

regionallanguages

300000+
paid users

350000+
courses sold



THANK YOU


